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Abstract 
 

In this article, an intelligent technique of Fuzzy – GA (FGA) approach is 
proposed for detecting faults (or defects). To decrease the outage time in 
addition to improve service dependability, it is necessary on behalf of 
operators to detect the defect segments as speedily as possible. This method 
requires drastically less memory to keep the database and recognizes crucial 
device regions. Shealthy for the healthy enclave and Sisland for the inability 
enclave by means of post defect condition with circuit breakers (CB‟s) and 
Relays (or transfers). Next determines membership function (or participation 
function) for every potential defect segment. The most achievable defect 
segment is chosen by highest choosing technique. The technique is described 
and verified on an IEEE 33kV distribution system and also applied on a 
Micro-Grid system as case studies. 
 

Keywords: Fault detection, Fuzzy-GA approach, Hybrid Fuzzy-GA                   
Approach, Membership function, distribution system, Micro-grid system. 
 

1 Introduction 

 
Power service dependability has huge brunt on the utility recovery rate 

and customer loyalty while a defect occurs, and is, as a result, an enormous 

challenge inside the electricity supply sector. For condensing blackout  
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occasion and for improving supply continuity, it is  far  primary duty on 
behalf of  controllers  for locating  deficient  areas  as  rapidly  as feasible.   
Deficiency segment part means to recognize defective elements in a micro-
grid and distribution system using post defect condition of transfers and CB‟s 
as well as examines reason for trouble which is taken place. Precisely 
recognizing a trouble area and cause can basically decrease the reclamation 
charge. After a defect has been recognized and positioned, it becomes easy to 
recover the supply [1]. These days in especially complicated electricity 
frameworks, SCADA frameworks were getting used for capable performance 
of electricity network systems. In any case, numerous bogus indicators are 
activated in a SCADA framework because of the faulty   activity or mal-
operations of the framework's transfers and CB‟s in the post defect condition 
[2]. At the point, while a breaker neglects to work, the deficiency is then 
evacuated with the aid of back-up CB‟s. At that instance, the blackout array 
was big and it is very tough for controllers to locate the defective segment. In 
any case, the transfer time settings in electricity transmission frameworks are 
very minor. Therefore, complications may appear in setting the time lags by 
means of tolerable precision and breakdown would have severe significance. 
Additionally, once in a while various defects may happen, with many CB‟s 
were being stumbled within a less period. In these conditions, such massive 
numbers of caution messages fill the dispatch hub that it is impracticable for 
the regulators to inspect the condition suitably [3]. 
 

2  Literature Survey 

 

Within present article, a FGA technique was created for supporting the 
regulators into deficiency discovery. It needs notably fewer recall for saving 
database (micro-grid topography and post defect condition of CB‟s along 
with protecting transfers). In this framework two essential enclaves are 
determined they're Shealthy for the strong enclave and Sisland for the defect 
enclave, by using the post defect condition of CB‟s and transfers [4]. Then it 
computes participation grade for every faulty location. The goal of this 
computation is to find out possibility of every candidate faulty segment as 
the genuine faulty segment. In addition the participation function offers an 
acceptable means of ranking among available faulty segments; in addition 
these were the mainly crucial aspects for judgment creation [5]. While 
judgment created, probable faulty segment is found through highest choice 
approach. Within this approach potential faulty segment was the individual 
that was acquiring peak participation grade [1]. Electricity structure defect 
finding by means of fuzzy arrays only is described within [6]. In [7, 12] an 
expert system using knowledge of triggered transfers along with stumbled 
CB‟s for fault detection is discussed. In [8, 15] a detailed concept of fuzzy 
logic systems is elaborated. In [9] islanding mode of operation of a micro-
grid during fault is discussed. In [10] an expert system to estimate the fault  
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segment using protective relays information is addressed. In [11] 
identification of fault location in distribution system using fuzzy sets is 
presented. In [13] an intelligent operation to locate the fault in distribution 
system is developed. In none of the articles, Genetic Algorithm to fine tune 
the weight coefficients of fuzzy logic systems is discussed. Therefore it was 
provoked the composers for flourishing a combination FGA approach in this 
article for fault segment identification. A MATLAB program is developed 
for this algorithm and it is executed for eight case studies out of which four 
are executed for an IEEE 33kV distribution system and remaining 4 are 
executed for a micro-grid system. 

This broadsheet is structured into five sections. Section I specifies brief 
introduction and literature review. Section II provides a fleeting introduction 
on IEEE 33kV distribution system and micro-grid system. Section III 
narrates the Fuzzy sets. Section 4 explains about fault detection algorithm 
approach. Section V elaborates the outcomes and analysis. Section VI 
terminates this article. 

 

3  IEEE 33kV Distribution System and Micro-Grid System 
 

This section describes about two test systems used in this article as the 
case studies.  
 

3.1 Test System1: IEEE 33kV Distribution System 
 

A test system is shown in Figure 1 which is an IEEE 33kV dissemination 
[2] framework that incorporates 12 delivery pieces (B1-B12), 8 
transportation channel segments (L1-L8) and 8 tesla coils (T1-T8). Everyone 
within these segments was stamped as a component and these are such 28 
components altogether on this framework. These components are ensured 
with the aid of eighty four defensive transfers (not indicated in the figure) 
and forty CB‟s (CB1-CB40), with every electrical transfer giving essential, 
non-obligatory and tertiary zones of security to every one of the components. 
Under ordinary working situations, the 40 CB‟s are probably unlock or 
locked and an adjustment in a CB‟s reputation is only actuated with the aid 
of the related transfers. 
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                              Figure 1. IEEE 33kV distribution system 

 

3.2 Test system2: Micro-Grid System 
 

A micro-grid framework is a part of the electricity framework which 
comprises one or more DG units competent enough to operate either in 
parallel with or independently from a large utility grid, while supplying 
disruption free electricity supply to numerous loads and end-customers. The 
micro-grid framework is revealed in Figure 2 [9]. 
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Figure 2 Micro-Grid System 

 

4  Theory of Fuzzy Sets  
 

As we seen, a crisp set (or hard array) ascents/falls all at once, making its 
components completely dislocate with other components of the universe. 
However, such a stringent classification does not survive as long as human 
understanding practice is concerned. While detecting a substantial action, we 
try to „develop‟ it with various types of concept. Such a designing process is 
a basic representation for investigation, design, simulation or implementation 
of the event. While framing it, the representation might be an easy 
declaration, a configuration, a solid layout, and so on and the constraints of 
the representation can never be hardly characterized [7]. To illustrate this 
point, consider the monthly salary of employees in a software company. 
While describing the salary, consider the following statement: 

 
Mr. X gets HIGH SALARY. 
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If we try to attempt the use of a crisp set to distinguish between HIGH 

SALARY and NON-HIGH SALARY, let us assume that any salary above 
Rs.25,000/- per month is HIGH SALARY. The contradiction here is that 
anyone who gets Rs.24,500/- does not get HIGH SALARY. However, 
common sense does not permit such a difference of opinion [8]. Here, the 
crisp set concept is encountered with the fact that no separation exists 
between Rs.25,000/- and Rs.24,500/-. Our concept about HIGH SALARY is 
a continuously varying surface as indicated in Figure 3. 

Here, an amount of Rs.7,000/- is definitely not true, while Rs.20,000/- 
can be considered as generally agreeable and Rs.40,000/- is definitely true 
with our concept about HIGH SALARY. Thus, as we proceed along the X-
axis, the truth content about our concept, HIGH SALARY, becomes more 
and more true. Thus, it is obvious that the curve labeled as HIGH SALARY 
is well compatible with our thinking process. This type of representation of a 
physical variable as a continuous curve is named a fuzzy set or membership 
function [10, 11]. 

 

                       Figure 3 The Fuzzy set concept 

 

The fuzzy inference was an individual-perception-adapted AI concept 
and has earned expanding consideration over the engineering society around 
the world. A fuzzy logic-dependent structure integrates the ambiguity in 
individual judgment preparing into a creative structure. It will confine the 
proximate and conditional outline states of framework factors by fuzzy 
arrays with a participation function. A fuzzy framework actualizes actions in 
near-human terms, i.e., If-Then linguistic regulations, with interpretation by 
fuzzy logic, which is itself an accurate mathematical practice.  

Like ordinary sets, there are explicitly characterized tasks for 
consolidating and customizing fuzzy sets. These theoretic actions furnish the 
elementary tools of the philosophy. The operations such as union, 
intersection and complement are characterized exactly in the same way as 
they are for traditional sets in terms of characteristic function. Consider fuzzy 
arrays A and B, as seemed in Figures 4 and 5, with participation functions  
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µA(x) and µB(y) individually. These fuzzy sets can be consolidated in 
various manners as underneath [12, 13]: 
 

 
 Union           µA(x) µB(y)= max{µA(x), µB(y) } 

 Intersection  µA(x) µB(y)= min{µA(x), µB(y) } 

 Complement    ~ µA(x)= 1- µA(x) 
Subsequently fuzzy arrays remain not crisply separated in the similar 

way as Boolean arrays; these procedures remain applied at the truth 
membership level. 
 

 

Figure 4 Fuzzy Demonstration of Set A 

 
 

 

 
 

                            Figure 5 Fuzzy Demonstration of Set B 
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The combination of  2 sets is equivalent toward the logical OR process 
and is performed through attractive the maximum of the truth membership 
values. For the given fuzzy arrays A and B, the merger is [14, 15]: 

µA(x=x1) µB(y=y1) = max {µA(x1), µB (y1)} 

= max {0.3, 0.4} =0.4 

µA(x=x2) µB(y=y3) = max {µA(x2), µB (y3) 

                  = max {0.8, 0} =0.8 
 
 

5  Fault Detection Methodology and Algorithm  
 

At the point while a deficiency happens, the FGA master framework was 
actuated rapidly after actuating the primary CB in an interruption. At that 
point a defect inference Fi was framed in this way: 

 

Fi           = Fi (CB)  Fi (RL)                                 (1) 

                                             = {Ci, U (Ci) |Ci ε Sisland} 

Pfault       = {Fi}                                                        (2) 

Fi (CB) = {Ci, Ucb (Ci)}                                       (3) 

Fi (RL) = {Ci, Url (Ci)}                                         (4) 

 

where Ci was one of the probable defect segments. 

Pfault was the fuzzy array that incorporates whole of the attainable defect 
segments and their participation functions. 

Fi (CB) was the fuzzy sub array holding just the stumbled CB‟s. 

Fi (RL) was the fuzzy sub array holding simply the activated transfers. 

U(Ci) was the participation function so as to Ci pertain to fuzzy array. 

Ucb (Ci) was the participation function so as to Ci pertain to fuzzy array by 
taking into account simply the stumbled CB‟s. 

Url (Ci) was the participation function so as to Ci pertain to fuzzy array by 
taking into account simply the actuated transfers. 
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5.1  Defect Segment Recognition Derived from CB’s Data 

 

The fundamental security standards were as follows:  
(i) Every defect segment must be segregated through its very personal 
breaker.  
(ii)  Suppose some related transfers or CB‟s stops working, the remote 
alternate transfers must stumbled the alternate CB‟s to correct the defect. 
(iii) Suppose each level-1 and level-2 CB‟s stops working, the defect needs 
to be eliminated with the aid of level three alternate CB‟s.  

During the defect happens into a micro-grid, the stumbled CB‟s were 
treated as primary. A fuzzy sub array was framed by taking into account 
simply the stumbled CB‟s related to the probable defect segment Ci.  
                         

                        Fi
k
 (CB) = {Ci, u

k
 (Ci)} 

Where k = 1, 2, 3 signifies the 1st, 2nd, 3rd phase defense.  
u

k
 (Ci) was the participation function to determine the degree to which Ci, 

correspond to fuzzy array P fault by taking into account only the kth phase 
stumbled CB‟s.  

The grade of participation function of a feasible defect segment estimates 
its probability of turning into a defect segment. The linear fuzzy participation 
function for CB‟s has seemed in Figure 6. 

 

                                           
Figure 6 Linear fuzzy participation function for CB‟s  

 

 Analysis 

 S1= whole digit of segments got defected 
 sk = amount of buses or lines or else tesla coils got defected  „ 
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                               k=1 for buses 
                               k=2 for lines  
                               k=3 for transformer 
nk = entire digit of CB‟s stumbled 
                               k=1 for buses 
                               k=2 for lines  
                               k=3 for transformers  

bk = quantity of CB‟s stumbled at every phase (primary, secondary, tertiary) 
on behalf of every segment          

                                   sumyk=

kb

1k

ky  

where k=1, 2,3,yk = membership function or participation function on 
behalf of the CB to activate at k

th
 stage. Participation function is to estimate 

the degree to which the defect segment pertains to fuzzy array by taking into 
account CB‟s.  
 
                                u

k
=rk  (sumyk/bk) 

where rk=weight coefficient for every phase 
              r1=1                                                                                                      
            r2=1-(sumy1/b1) 

            r3= (1-(sumy1/b1))  (1-(sumy2/b2)) 

The weight coefficients in each stage are calculated by using GA and that 
program is executed for Micro-grid system and for IEEE 33kV distribution 
system. 

Taking into account every stumbled CB‟s linked with a probable defect 
segment Ci, Fi (CB) may be attained through their union. 
 

Fi(CB)=Fi
1
(CB)UFi

2
(CB)UFi

3
(CB)={Ci,Ucb(Ci)}  (5)                                             

Ucb(Ci)=(u
1
)U(u

2
)U(u

3
)=u

1
+u

2
+u

3
-(u

1
u

2
)-(u

2
u

3
)-(u

3
u

1
)+(u

1
u

2
u

3
)(6)  

 
5.2 Defect Segment Recognition Derived from Relays Data 
 

In some cases, CB‟s may malfunction, although the related transfers have 
worked correctly. Therefore transfer signals must be taken into account. In 
the same way, the fuzzy sub array and participation function associated with 
the probable defect segment Ci were considered for protective transfers as 
pursues: 

 
                                Fi

k
 (RL) = {Ci, U

k
 (Ci)} 

where k = 1, 2, 3 signifies the 1st, 2nd, 3rd phase security.  
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u

k
 (Ci) was the participation function to determine the degree to which Ci, 

correspond to fuzzy array P fault by taking into account only the operated 
transfers of the kth phase protection.  

The Linear fuzzy participation function for relays is presented in Figure 
7. 

 

                            
                           Figure 7 Linear fuzzy participation functions for relays 

 

Analysis 

Nk = total digit of transfers operated                                   

k=1 for buses 

k=2 for lines  

k=3 for 
transformers  

Bk = quantity of transfers activated at every phase (primary, secondary, 
tertiary) on behalf of every segment.  

  

where k=1, 2, 3  

                             SUMYK=

KB

1K

KY
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YK = participation function on behalf of the relay to function at K
th

 stage. 

Participation function was to estimate the degree to which the defect 
segment pertains to fuzzy array by taking into account transfers.  

UK = RK  (SUMYK/BK) 

 where RK is weight coefficient. 

The weight coefficients in each stage are calculated by using GA. 

A defect set by taking into account the activated transfers was designed 
as beneath: 

 

Fi(RL)=Fi
1
(RL)UFi

2
(RL)UFi

3
(RL)={Ci,Url(Ci)}                       (7) 

Url(Ci) = (U
1
)U(U

2
) U(U

3
) = U

1
+U

2
+ U

3
-(U

1
U

2
)-(U

2
U

3
)-(U

3
U

1
)+ 

(U
1

U
2

U
3
)                                                                            (8)  

 
Subsequently calculating completely the participation grades, the defect 

inference was modeled using (1) 

                 Fi=(Ficb)U(Firl)                                                   (9)                                                                                                 

                  U(Ci)=Ucb(Ci)+Url(Ci)-(Ucb(Ci) Url(Ci))        (10)                                                                       

Subsequently computing participation grades on behalf of all the 
segments, maximum probable defect segment is decided by Highest choosing 
technique. 

 
Highest choice: The ultimate probable defect segment is the individual 

which is obtaining maximum participation grade. 
 
 

6  Results and Discussions 
 

Defect enclaves and stumbled CB‟s of case studies 1- 4 of IEEE33kV 
distribution system is shown in table 1. In the table 1 buses are indicated with 
B1, B2 etc., lines are indicated with L1, L2 etc. and transformers are 
indicated with T1, T2 etc. 
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Table 1 Fault island data of IEEE 33kV dis tribution system 

 

Case 

study 

CB’s stumbled Enclave 

1 CB4,CB5,CB7,CB9,CB12,CB27 B1,B2,L2,L4 

2 CB19,CB20,CB29,CB30,CB32, 

CB33,CB34,CB35,CB36,CB37,CB39 

B7,B8,L5,L6,L7,L8,T7,T8 

3 CB4,CB5,CB6,CB7,CB8,CB9, 

CB10,CB11,CB12 

B1,B2,L1,L2 

4 CB7,CB8,CB11,CB12, 

CB29,CB30,CB39,CB40 

L1,L2,L7,L8 

 
Table-2 shows the consequences of case study 1. The membership grade 

for each fault segment and the estimated error segment is given in table 2. 
Subsequently computing membership grades on behalf of all the segments, 
ultimate feasible fault segment is decided through Highest choosing 
technique. Estimated fault section B1 is determined based on maximum 
membership grade i.e., 0.8467.  

Results of case study 2 are presented in table 3. Based on maximum 
membership grade of 0.9, estimated fault sections are B8, L5, L7, T7, T8. 
Results of case study 3 are shown in table 4. Based on maximum 
membership grade of 0.9, estimated fault sections are B1, B2, L1, L2. 
Results of case study 4 are shown in table 5. Based on maximum 
membership grade of 0.9, estimated fault sections are L1, L2, L7, L8. 

Defect enclaves and stumbled CB‟s of case studies 1- 4 for a Micro-Grid 
system is shown in table 6. The results of case study 1 are presented in table 
7. Estimated defect segment B1 is determined based on maximum 
membership grade i.e., 0.85611. Similarly for case study 2 estimated fault 
segments are L5, T4. For case study 3 estimated fault segment is B3. For 
case study 4 estimated fault segments are L1, T1. 
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Table 2 Outcomes of case study 1 of IEEE 33kV distribution system 

Probable 

defect 

segments 

Participatio

n grades 
CB’s stumbled CB’s jammed 

Estim

ated 

defect 

segme

nt 

B1 0.8467 
CB4,CB5,CB7,CB9, 

CB12,CB27 
CB6,CB8,CB10 

B1 

B2 0.8213 
CB4,CB5,CB7,CB9, 

CB12,CB27 
CB6,CB8,CB10 

L2 0.7197 
CB4,CB5,CB7,CB9, 

CB12,CB27 
CB6,CB8,CB10 

L4 0.7197 
CB4,CB5,CB7,CB9, 

CB12,CB27 
CB6,CB8,CB10 

 

 

Table 3 Outcomes of case study 2 of IEEE 33kV distribution system 

Probable 

defect 

segments 

Participation 

grades 
CB’s stumbled CB’s jammed 

Estimated 

defect 

segment B7 0.8156 CB20,CB30,CB33, 
CB34,CB35 

CB31,CB40  

B8 0.9 CB32,CB33,CB39 NO B8 

L5 0.9 CB19,CB32 NO L5 
L6 0.7305 CB20,CB30,CB33, 

CB34,CB35 
CB31,CB40  

L7 0.9 CB29,CB39 NO L7 
L8 0.7305 CB20,CB30,CB33, 

CB34,CB35 
CB31,CB40  

T7 0.9 CB34,CB36 NO T7 
T8 0.9 CB35,CB37 NO T8 
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Table 4 Outcomes of case study 3 of IEEE 33kV distribution system 

Probable 

defect 

segments 

Participation 

grades 
CB’s stumbled 

CB’s 

jammed 

Estimated 

defect 

segment 

B1 0.9 CB4,CB5,CB6,CB7,CB9 NO B1 

B2 0.9 CB6,CB8,CB10 NO B2 

L1 0.9 CB7,CB11 NO L1 

L2 0.9 CB8,CB12 NO L2 

 

Table 5 Outcomes of case study 4 of IEEE 33kV distribution system 

Probable defect 

segments 

Participation 

grades 
CB’s stumbled CB’s jammed 

Estimated 

defect 

segment L1 0.9 CB7,CB11 NO L1 

L2 0.9 CB8,CB12 NO L2 

L7 0.9 CB29,CB39 NO L7 

L8 0.9 CB30,CB40 NO L8 

 

Table 6 Fault island data of Micro-Grid system 

Case study CB’s stumbled Enclave 

1 CB5,CB7,CB10,CB11 B1,L2,L3,L4 
2 CB16,CB17,CB18,CB19 L5,T4 

3 CB20,CB22,CB25,CB26 B3,L6,L7,L8 

4 
CB1,CB2,CB3,CB4, 
CB21,CB22,CB25,CB26 

B3,L1,L7,L8,T1 
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Table 7 Outcomes of case study 1 of Micro-Grid system 

 

Probable 

defect 

segments 

Participation 

grades 
CB’s stumbled CB’s jammed 

Estimated 

defect 

segment 

B1 0.85611 CB5,CB7,CB10,CB11 CB6,CB8,CB9 

B1 L2 0.83091 CB5,CB7,CB10,CB11 CB6,CB8,CB9 

L3 0.83091 CB5,CB7,CB10,CB11 CB6,CB8,CB9 

L4 0.83091 CB5,CB7,CB10,CB11 CB6,CB8,CB9 

 

 

7  Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, this article uses a Fuzzy-GA approach for fault detection 
in an IEEE 33 kV distribution system and in a Micro-Grid system to estimate 
the ultimate feasible fault segment. This plan will don‟t forget lone the 
publish responsibility repute of CB‟s and labored transfers of the difficulty 
version. So the database is fairly little contrasted and the entire database that 
portrays the complete assurance framework. The principal benefits of the 
proposed scheme are it takes less memory space, much less PC time, less 
number of rules and pliability of the scheme. Apart from the benefits 
mentioned above, the fuzzy-GA expert system is much faster and more 
definite. 
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